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POWDER

Every winter, Japanese farmers prepare their tractors 
for a long, lucrative season of snow clearing. In case you 
haven’t heard, Japan has snow – literally truck loads of 
the stuff. People don’t just talk about the quantity either; 
it’s some of the fluffiest powder around.
Thanks to Japan’s efficient transport network, getting 
to its ski resorts is a breeze. Language barriers can 

be almost non-existent, but even 
when your hosts are light on for 
conversation, you won’t be missing it: 
the warm, inviting spirit of Japanese 
hospitality speaks for itself – whether 
you’re sake tasting, ramen twirling or 
taiko drumming…

By Ashleigh Dollin

JAPAN’S SNOW COUNTRY 101

Where’s the best place to start on Japan’s 
powder smorgasbord? 
This issue of G’Day Japan! focuses on the 
northern island of Hokkaido, and the 
central to northern regions of Honshū, 
Japan main island. These regions bear the 
brunt of powder falls every winter, served 
courtesy of icy weather fronts generated 

by the icy Siberian high.
Even at altitudes below 500 metres, cities 
in Japan’s snow country receive sizeable 
average falls each season: Sapporo, 
the capital of Hokkaido, 5.91 metres; 
Yamagata, in the deep north of Honshū, 
4.19 metres; Nagano, in the Japan Alps of 
central Honshū, 2.52 metres.
Above 1,000 metres in the famous resort 
areas around these cities, seasonal 

snowfall increases exponentially: more 
than ten metres of dry, fluffy powder 
hits the resorts of Niseko, near Sapporo, 
Hakuba, near Nagano, and Zao Onsen, 
near Yamagata.
As well as the snow, this issue will cover 
the fascinating culture, delicious food 
and great facilities that gain Japan’s snow 
country more fans every year.
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LUST AT FIRST FLIGHT
Falling head over feet for Japan’s snow 
country

Mesmerised by Japan’s fluffy powder snow and the 
smiling strokes of its alphabet, Ashleigh Dollin was first 
bitten by the Japow bug at Hakuba in 2011. Unable to 
find a cure, she has returned to the land of powder often, 
working two winter seasons at Niseko, and travelling 
extensively.

Revelation
Tentatively, I steered my board off the piste into 
a fresh patch of snow, staring into unchartered 
territory.  As my board connected and began to 
lift, my pulse increased, adrenalin rushed over 
me, and I was flying. Unhindered, I picked up 
speed and glided through the fluffy powder. 
Overwhelmed by this new sensation, I finally 
jumped back onto the familiar, my edges 
gripping the packed surface as I caught my 
breath.
That night, after a vending machine can of 
Asahi Super Dry, I soaked my sore muscles in the 
hotel onsen, gazing at the mountain views and 
obsessing about the day just passed. ‘What had 
happened? What was that? How can I feel that 
sensation again?’
That was just over five years ago at Hakuba – my 
first flirtation with Japow. 

Connection
More recently, I was sitting at the peak of Mt 
Niseko Annupuri catching my breath. Wispy 
strands of hair that lay next to my sweaty face 
had turned white in the freezing air. What was 
once a flirtation had developed into something 
deeper, an unbreakable bond. Breathing 
in the crisp, slightly thinner air, I took in my 
surroundings; although not alone, I felt like it 
was just me and the mountain sharing a precious 
moment.
I took one long, deep, carve into the late-season 
pow, surprisingly light for the first week of spring. 
My heart skipped a beat as the mountain and 
I performed a graceful dance, my powder trail 
blinding me with each turn.  

Romance
At night the mountain dresses up. Its puffy gown 
of powder is lit up in a golden glow, while the 
village below sparkles and shines. Crowds soothe 
their tired bodies in onsens, and pick dinner from 
the many surrounding restaurants and bars. Only 
a handful of skiers and boarders are still out to 
play; the crisp air kisses my cheeks as I rush past 
trees, leaving a soft plume of snow that slowly 
vanishes into the night.
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New Year’s Niseko style
10, 9, 8, the sky was inky black; 7,6,5, crowds of 
people surged towards the ski slopes; 4,3,2, deep 
breath; 1, ‘Happy New Yeeeaar!’ Skiers with red 
flares lit up the slopes to form ‘2016’, and fireworks 
soon followed, filling the sky with splashes of colour 
and illuminating our tracks from the day.
We slipped away from the mayhem of Hirafu village 
into quiet Izumikyo, under a brilliant silver Torii Gate 
and up candlelit stairs, to reach a shrine nestled in 
a blanket of snow. Clapping and bowing to pay our 
respects, it was time to relax with the locals over hot 
cups of sweet sake…

The yakiniku blizzard challenge
Strange bouts of old-style Japanese folk music 
chanted defiant against a fierce deluge, as snow 
munchkins did laps of an ice slide. Huddled over 
mini barbecues, crowds of people were trying to 
keep warm and cook their dinner, while pinning 
down stacks of paper plates and disposable 
chopsticks to prevent them from taking to the air. 
Amidst it all, men toiled against the weather over 
a fire pit, and kept the flames coming. Later, ABBA 
music took over from the folk music – a natural 
progression in Japan, of course.

An intestinally good night
Shaking snow off our clothes, we ducked under 
the ‘noren’ curtain in the entrance, and were 
welcomed enthusiastically into a cosy izakaya bar.
The special of the night was intestine hotpot, which 
we ordered to hearty laughter from the kitchen.
Sinking plum wine and slurping on hot pot, the 
intestine was rather flavourless (thankfully) and 
chewy; my thoughts grew dreamy as I watched 
snowflakes dancing in the warm glow gently 
emanating from the izakaya lights.

Sliding down  
the Otaru Snow Light Path
Rope-bound lanterns and delicate candles lead 
us down twisting snow paths, illuminating snow 
sculptures and glass works. 
Rugged up ‘obāchan’ (grannies) were roasting local 
potatoes and mochi, Japanese rice cakes. They 
greeted us with delight, chattering away as they 
handed out toasty, belly-warming morsels.
To the sound of hoots and laughter nearby, men 
were rocketing enthusiastic punters down an ice 
slide; we asked to go extra fast…

SNOWY TIMES
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